
 

GENERAL PURCHASING CONDITIONS  
 

1. General, Sales program 

 
1.1. The general purchasing conditions are valid exclusivly and as a whole for the regulation of 

a reletionship related to the cooperation between company Mala plus d.o.o., Tovarniška 
cesta 2, Metlika and its supplier. Družba Mala plus d.o.o. does not accept any kind of general 
conditions of the supplier without a written and signed agreement from both sides.  
The general purchasing conditions are valid also in case that company Mala plus d.o.o. has 
accepted and payed the goods or services of the supplier and Mala plus d.o.o. is familiar 
with eventually different existing general conditions of the supplier.  

1.2. The database of articles the purchaser buyes from the supllier (Sales program) including the 
price database have to be agreed in a written form as a mutally accepted contract or a 
sperate special agreement. For the validity of the Sales program both parties must 
neccessarily define the products, prices, the way of packaging and the availiability of the 
product. The database of the Sales program and its changes have to be provided by the 
supplier as an e-information.  The basis must consist of data about the products from the 
database as well as data of products, which are not exactly part of the database. It is 
important that dall datas are clearly defined by the supplier and all that is relevant for doing 
business is agreed in a written form.   

 

1.3. All kind of changes of the Sales program or database must be registered. The supplier hast 
to inform the purchaser about them at least one month before the changes start to be valid, 
if not agreed defferently by signing a contract.  

1.4. The definition of the Sales program is not a obligation to buy anything or any quantities, if 
not explicitly agreed differently. The purchased will define the products fr his own catalog 
by himself 

1.5. The general purchasing acondition are a part of every singel order or contract.  
 

2. Sklenitev in spremembe pogodbe, postopek naročanja 
 

2.1. Orders, contracts and recalls, as well as changes of those have to be delivered in a written 
form. Orders and recalls can be sent by ordinary mail or email.  

2.2. Mala plus d.o.o. has to confirm in a written form all eventual verbal agreements otherwise 
they are not valid.  This regulation stands also for verbal agreements after a signed 
conclusion of a contract, especially those which are changes or completion of the contract 
and consequently part of this general purchasing conditions.  

2.3. The Seller is obliged to confirm orders in between two (2) days. If he doesn´t confirm in time 
and does not reject the order the purchase can consider the order as confirmed.  In case the 
Seller has no products, which are ordered available he has to inform the purchaser in 
between one (1) day. He gives a new date of availiability of the products or suggests a 
replacement product. If the purchaser does not confirm the new date of delivery or 
replacement in between one (1) day the Seller considers that there is no interest in buying 
the product anymore. Consequently, the order is considered as cancled and unvalid. Delivery 
recalls are obligatory, if the Seller is not contradicting the recall in between two (2) days after 
he recieves the recall information.  

2.4.  The purchaser’s orders must include a specification with information about the requested 
commision location and delivery time. The purchasers order has to be confirmed by the 
supplier in the same form including the delivery time.   



3. Product delivery or service 

 
3.1. The supplier must send products or provide services due to contract regulations or orders 

placed to Mala plus d.o.o. Deliveries, which are not in a line with agreed conditions of the 
contract, namely order must be confirmed by Mala plus d.o.o.  in advance and in a written 
form (also related to quantities).    

3.2. If not agreed differently, the supplier is obliged to deliver the goods on its own costs due to 
delivery term DAP Metlika (INCOTERMS 2000).  The purchaser has the right to also ask for 
deliveries directly to the construction field of the client. The supplier has to deliver the goods 
directly to the endcustomer of the purchaser, if such an agreement exists in a written form.   

3.3.  Deliveries are in time, if the products and handed over at the agreed place exactly as agreed 
by contract or confirmed via order confirmation. In case of deliveries, which include the 
montage services or in case of other services an in time delivery is a delivery which was taken 
over exactly how agreed via contract or order confirmation.  

3.4. The delivery time the parties define by a contract or the order. Working days are considered 
with countdown from the day of placing the order. If there is an agreement related to t an 
exact hour it has to be considered as well. In cases where we have different delivery 
conditions for different products this has to be defined already when listing the Sales 
program.  

3.5. The avaliability of the single products  in case o fan an annulation of the products or 
replacement the supplier and purachser define consensually. An already confirmed or 
contractual number of products must be delivered even the prodct is annulateted and out 
of the program 

3.6. If the supplier has not delivered, a part of the ordered products in time the order is 
considered as canceled and the purchaser has to place a new order, if not agreed differently.    

3.7. In case the delivery is agreed together with the montage service the supplier has to take care 
for all measures of secure and in time delieveries and provide all means, which are needed 
fort he realization of supplies and take responisbility for all arised costs.    

3.8. In case the supplier prolongs the delivery time unjustified, he has to pay the purchaser a 
contract penalty of 1% for each single overdue day but at most 10% of the value of the 
order.  If the purchaser because of unjustified overdue deliveries related to the contract 
suffers damage, which is higher than the amount of contract panilty he issues an invoice to 
the supplier fort he difference beweent the damage amount and contract panilty amount. 
If the supplier does not respect the contract deadlines nor written reminders and does not 
start with deliveries, the purchaser has the right to claim the fullfillment of comitment due 
to the contract and panilties and he has the right to give the order to an other supplier. In 
this case he has the right to charge the previouse supplier for eventuell price differences 
and for administrative costs in the amount of 8% plus the reimbursement of expenses and 
damage as well as contract panilties for each overdue day, if also the new supplier cannot 
deliver until the deadline delivery date. Additionally the purchaser will charge the supplier 
for expenses caused by stillstands or problems caused at the technical take-over, also such 
as consequences caused by imperfect documents.  If it is not agreed differently the supplier 
has to calculate the panelty amount each month by himself and issue the client a credit 
note. The supplier is not obliged to issue the penalty, if the products were not delivered 
because of force majeure and the pruchaser was informed immediately and before the 
agreed delivery date.  

 

3.9.  For each delivery location and commission, the supplier has to hand over a 
seperate delivery note, which includes the order number. In case the commission is 
overceeding one coli, the colies must be marked and the delivery note added to the packing 
list with specification related to each single coli. Fort he delivered products the supplier has 
to hand over a valid certificate relatet to quality regulation due to EN 10204 – level of quality 



demand mentioned in the order as well all document of origine country. If this is not the 
case, the payment is due when this quality plus origine document is issued. 

 
The Supplier is obliged to peroforme the complete proces of production or supplies in 
accordance to the regulation of enviromental protection (ISO 14001). For each construction 
and technical change of the contract products, which is proposed by the supplier or 
purchaser there must be a sigend annex to the contract or at least a written agreement 
signed by authorised person of both parties, supplier and purchaser. If the suplier cannot 
prove different they use the quantities, weight and dimension, which company Mala plus 
d.o.o. identyfies during the income control.  

 
4. Suitability, packaging and package  

 
4.1. The supplier is obliged to take care that the products are delivered in accordance with low 

regulation and valid standards. It is important that the products are correcly marked and 
fullfill all the agreed characteristics and quality demands. He is obliged to repay costs and 
penalties, which are caused because of inconsistency of the mentioned claims. The 
purchaser can send back unsuitable products. The costs for sending the goods back hae to 
be payed by the supplier. The supplier must take over and solve claimes of end customers, 
which are related to products of the supplier.  

The supplier is obliged to pack the products on wooden pallets also in case it is not 
neccessarily agreed. This is because the purchaser needs to have the possibility to 
manipulate with the lifter and fork-lift. The ordered product packages have to be suitaly 
marked with the supplier marks and the catalogue number of the purchaser and delivery 
documantation has to be enclosed herewith.  

4.2. How the products need to be packed defines the supplier, if not agreed differently. Changing 
the way of packaging is considered as a change of the Sales program and the supplier must 
inform the purchaser in time about the changes and ask the purchaser for a confirmation of 
the changes.  

4.3. The supplier must supply the products in transport packages, which are in a line with valid 

standards in Slovenia.  

 
5. Delivery and invoice 

 
5.1. The invoice has to be sent to the address, which is mentioned in the order or recall. The 
invoice has to contain all data, which are defined by law. The supplier chrages the purchaser via 
invoice for each delivery seperately, if not agreed differently. The invoice is justified from the 
day on when the products are taken over and in the stock of the purchaser or  namely in 
certain situation, from the day on when all documents releted to quality and/or origin of the 
products 

 
6. Prices and risk responsibility  

 
6.1. The supplier defines the price via price list, if not agreed differently by contract or another 

kind of written agreement. A new price is considered as a change of the product čist and has 
to be handed ovar as mentioned in this General purchasing agreement related to the product 
list and its validity. If the supplier suggests new prices, the purchaser has the right to insist 
on old prices related to already one month ordered products before the price change 
information.  
 

6.2. The price includes, if not agreed differntly all taxes and costs, which are related to 
delivered products and serices (costs for prepared goods and performed work, for all support                                          



work, analysis, researches and testings, costs of insurences, costs of sercurity at work, insurance 
of products against damage, costs of test preproduction…). The risk of destroying the products 
company Mala plus d.o.o. ori ts authorised representative takes over the goods at the greed 
location and circumstances.   

 
 

7. Payment terms, payment 
 

7.1. The delivery conditions are agreed between the parties via written agreement or statement 
where also payment terms, the level of discount, sconto or rabate and super rabate are   
defined. Sucha n written agreement includes the percentage or amount of rabate, super 
rabate with credit note, payment condition to ensure the right for sconto on payments or 
special discounts.  

7.2. The purchaser will pay the in invoice via compensation assignment. The contract partners 
will send each other all data needed for the compensation and confirm the prepared 
compensation and assignement. The supplier can resign the dept to third person only if the 
purchaser agrees.  

7.3. The payment does not automatically mean that all services are arranged in a line with the 
contract. In case of defective mechandise or mistaken service company Mala plus has the 
right to withhold a balance amount till the defect or mistake is eliminated or a solution found 
that is acceptable for both sides.  

 

 
8. Claims 

 
8.1. The purchaser has to check the products due to a standard process, which is relatd to 

quantity and quality of the products or services. As standard is considered: the taken 
quantity, no damage on the products and packages (products without damage means the 
packages are not to be opened during the proces off take over) and overview of  marchendise 
in damaged packages. In case the quality or quantity is not in accordance with the delivery 
note or agreed conditions the purchaser must give the supplier a complaint record in 
between five (5) days after the delivery. The supplier must give the purchaser measures in 
two working days after the reciept of the complaint. Based on the mutually confirmed 
justification of the claim  the supplier is obliged to deliver new products on his own cost. He 
needs to replace the dameged products with new. The exact quantity of products whaich 
ahve to be replaced like that is mentioned in the mutually confiremd complaint record.  
Hidden damages on products or services the purchaser has to report to the supplier in 
between eight (8) days from the day the damage is noticed but not later than six (6) months 
after the day of delivery or performed  service.  

8.2. In case the supplier does not start activities, which are necessary to solve the damage right 
away after he is informed about it, especially in urgent matters when a production stoppage, 
fainancial or another another kind of  damage could be caused the company Mala plus d.o.o. 
has the right to solve the found mistakes by itself or though the help of third person. The 
hereby caused expenses company Mala plus d.o.o. will transfer to the supplier. In case of 
legal mistaces the supplier will take care that company Mala plus d.o.o. has no responsibility 
towards third person. In such cases the sitiation is to be considered as the delivery never 
happened 

8.3. All damage costs, caused by defective products or services are the responsibility of the supplier.  
If purchasers namely buyers of Mala plus d.o.o. return products or services to mala plus do.o. 
because of consequences realted to damage or mistakes caused by the supplier ori ts producer, 
he is reducing the price or Mala plus d.o.o. has another kind of damaged out of this reasons so 



Mala plus is justified to claim for the repayment of caused costs. Hereby the previously 
mentioned claim or complain deadlines are irrelevant.   In such cases Mala plus d.o.o. issues a 
complaint or claim record and calculates the expenses and costs in aline with the price list, which 
is accepted by the managment of company Mala plus d.o.o. and is mentioned in the form of the 
claim/complain record.  

 
9. Warrenty 

 
9.1. The Supplier guarantees the purchase that the products is in accordance with quality 

demands of the market and is on a relieble level. The supplier guarentees fort he quality 
based on a warrenty that he issues fort he contract products within a period of time which 
is equalt as the period of time that the purchaser gives to his end customers, if not agreed 
differently. The Supplier is obliged to repay all araised expenses for repayment or 

replacement of products in usage inbetween the warranty period of time related to the 

previose paragraph.   

The supplier guarantees that the delivered products are in accordance with all regulation of 
enviromental protection and health, which is valid in the countries of the European union.  

 
10. Products handed over to the supplier  

 
10.1. Materials, parts, packaging and other subjects, which company Mala plus hands over to 
the supplier with the purpose that the supplier is fulfilling its supplies remain property of 
company Mala plus d.o.o. and the supplier is using them only for fullfilling its obligation towards 
company Mala plus. If the suppliere uses the material or parts fort he production of a product so 
Mala plus is a co-owner with rights related to this product. 

 

11. Documentation and Data security  

 
11.1. Tools, samples, forms, models, profiles, drawings, control regulation, norms, printed 

measures, other things or information, which Mala plus d.o.o. handed over can not be used 
if not mutualy agreed in a written form or different than mentioned in this General conditon. 
This includes also the restirction to hand over or transfer information to third person.   

11.2. The supplier is obliged to keep data security related to business or technical 
documentation, which he got from Mala plus d.o.o. (including knowledge recieved via such 

documentation).  The obligation to keep bussines security is valid for the whole period of 

cooperation time and afterwards till the moment the information is generally known in 
public but howsoever at least 5 years after the cooperation stopped. The only and exclusive 
owner of the documentation and information remains the belonging of Mala plus d.o.o. and 
can not be handed over or transformed in any way to third person. Mala plus d.o.o. has the 
right to ask the supplier for immediate hand over of all documentation including eventually 

exsisting photo copies). Mala plus d.o.o. keeps the right on this documentation and 
information (including the rights of industrial property 

11.3. The supplier is not allowed to produce, hand over or borrow products to third parties 
produced based on information, documentation, samples or any tools owned by Mala plus.  
 

12. Spare parts  
 

12.1. The supplier is obliged to inform Mala plus d.o.o. regardig the stoppage of productcion of 
the complete or partly range of marchandaise or service at least …. Years before the planned 
production stop. In the same time he is obliged to supply to Mala plus d.o.o. at least … 
additiona years after the soppage of production, if Mala plus requires so in a written form 
after beeing informed about the stoppage.    



12.2. The supplier guarantees that he will supply the goods during the period of time as agreed 
after the stoppage for reasonabel prices. The supply includes also spare parts for at least …. 
Years.  

 
13. Deverse 

 
13.1. If one or more provision of this general purchase condition is not valid it does not influence 

the other untouched provitions. The parties will just replace the unvalid provision which a 
new but similar definition.  

13.2. For disputes of the parties the slovene court, where the headquarter of Mala plus is 
located is responsible for solvig all issues. All needs to be sloved due to laws of the 
Republic of Slovenia. In case of international Sales the Vienna convention related to  
international trading is completely excluded as an option.  


